[Systemic-psychomotoric versus purely verbal systemic counselling in families of children with mental disorders].
Systemic counselling and therapy are usually verbal interventions. However, communication on an abstract level often exceeds the capabilities of children up to about 12 years, leaving them less involved in the therapeutic process. In contrast, symbolic play has been shown to be an effective tool for psychological formulation and intervention. However, it has not been widely used so far in family therapy. In order to explore this hypothesis a form of systemic family therapy (SB; exclusively verbal) was compared with a new concept called systemic-psychomotor family counselling (PsyFam; based on symbolic play). We found good efficacy of PsyFam, reflected in an average effect size of d = .73 (SB: d = .53), even though statistical significance of the group effect could not be shown due to the small sample size. Systemic-psychomotoric family counselling is a promising new approach worth further research in controlled therapy studies.